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Abstract

We derive a density-functional based algorithm, which is independent of the

occupied-subspace representation, to compute general ab initio linear response. By
design, the method works with non-stationary, which can be localized, occupied

orbitals. In principle localization enables the computational work to asymptotically
scale linearly with the part icle number, N, for a single delocalized perturbation or
for order IV localized perturbations. Cast explicitly in an electron-hole representa-
tion, the algorithm sheds light on the effect of the LDA band gap error on density
functional perturbation theory. We present an efficient and variational determinat-
ion of the diagonal elements of the dynamical matrix using a rapidly convergent
Lanczos algorithm. By including a variational correction, we demonstrate similar
rapid convergence for off-diagonal matrix elements (or any cross derivative response
to two different perturbations.) We also derive an approach that makes it unneces-
sary to explicitly calculate either the dielectric matrix or Born-effective charges for
the sole purpose of determining the LO-TO splitting. To demonstrate practicality,
we use thk linear response algorithm to generate dynamical matrices and phonon

dispersions in bulk semiconductors and for a vacancy in Si. The latter involves the
generalization of the algorithm to include the possibility of some partially occupied
“defect” states in the gap. Lastly, we show that the approach readily generalizes to
third order density functional perturbation theory.
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1. INTRODUCTION

. )

Linear response calculations probe the first order response of a system to an external stimu-

lus or perturbation. ~.~he second derivative (and the third derivative) of the ground state energy, ,,.

for examplei depends,i,on the linear electronic response of the system. Oftentimes a response is a ~

local pertu@ation to the system as opposed to global. This is because many physical probes of

interest are..local. FQ~ example, for phonons: the perturbing potential arising from an atomic dis-,-,
placement iicts strongly only on the electron density near the perturbing atom. Localized electronic. . .
str@H’ke is the enabling concept in the work of numerous groups who have demonstrated Iinear

scaling algorithms for calculating the ground state energetic of closed shell systems; i.e., materials

1–20Some of these workswith a gap; 4’11’13J14’18solve for localized non stationary orbitals within the

local density appro~imation (LDA)21 of density functional theory22 (DFT). The same principles

that und$rly linear-scaling ground state calculations imply that linear response algorithms should

be arnen%ble to asymptotic linear scaling as well. Nevertheless, linear-scaling linear-response has

received substantially less attention than linear scaling for the ground state. The ab initio linear

response algorithms in the literature, applied to phonons23-26 and dielectric response in infinite

crystals,27’28 are in. general based on stationary states of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian. These ab

initio linear response algorithms do not require supercells. Simultaneously, they avoid summation

over unoccupied states by using Greens functions- Consequently, they are powerful, efficient and

elegant algorithms. However, the representation of the occupied subspace (i.e., the valence bands)

typically explicitly involves stationary states, which are periodic in space and delocalize over the

entire unit cell. Consequently, a localized perturbation, such as an infinitesimal displacement of an ,,- >
atom in’ a large unit cell, affects all the stationary states more or less uniformly. Hence, for phonons, ‘i $

the computation of the order N responses needed to determine dynamical matrix elements scales

as 0(N4) — N3 for each response — where N is the number of atoms in the unit cell. However,

for localized occupied orbitals and localized perturbations, the response to linear order should also

be local. This implies that each response should, in principle, scale as 0(1); i.e., independent of

system size.

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate proof of principle for a novel d initio linear-response

algorithm that works equally well with stationary states or non-stationary orbitaIs.2g Using local-

ized non-stationary orbitals in a localized representation, this algorithm can scale asymptotically

as O(IV). Such projected increased efficiency is important for phonons, for example, at recon-

structed surfaces,30 composite materials,3~ and disordered materials such as amorphous diamond,32

semiconducting or insulating alloys, extended defects, etc. All such systems tend to require large

unit ceils. As representative examples, we apply our algorithm to the computation of dynamical
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matrices for bulk systems and for a vacancy in silicon. Our approach differs from the linear-scaling,

localized orbital approach of Ref. 33 in that we explicitly consider linear response to infinitesimal

displacements, as opposed to computing the force after a finite displacement. It differs from the

non-orthogonal basis, non-linear scaling approach of Ref. 34 in that stationary states of the Kohn

Sham Hamiltonian are not required. The calculation proceeds within one primitive cell, and we use

Brillouin zone sampling to compute responses whose spatial range reaches beyond a primitive cell.

The “(21Y+1)” theorem 26 states that, the (2N -i- I)th order correction to the energy only requires

up to the Nth order change in the occupied orbitals. Therefore, to determine the energy in second

(linear response) and third order perturbation theory, of interest here, requires only the first order

change in the occupied orbitals. We interpret the perturbed orbitals as two-particle ( electmn-

hole) response functions. In the two-particle representation, the change in the energy to second

order has an explicit bilinear form. It is expressible as an inner product between two vectors in

an electron-hole vector space: the aforementioned response functions, and a second vector which

(borrowing terminology from time-dependent approaches to spectroscopy35) is a “prepared state”

derived from the external perturbation, acting on the ground state occupied orbitals. Below, we

show that the perturbed orbital wavefunctions derive from a linear set of response equations, in

which the operator depends only on ground state properties. This does not require any “self-

consistency.” The formalism herein is similar to a molecular formulation 36 of “time dependent

density functional theory” (TDLDA).37 However, we explicitly operate at zero frequency and the

operator that generates the two-particle spectrum remains Hermitian.

The bilinear form of our formulation implies that the results are explicitly invariant to unitary

(or more generally similarity) transformations. In other words, it becomes transparently clear that

subjecting the representations of the ground state as well as the perturbed orbital functions to

transformations does not change the results. In other words, both in principle and in practice the

result is independent of the transformation. For the purposes of this paper, we primarily consider

unitary transformations. The generalization for non-unitary transformations (as encountered with

non-orthogonal non-stationary orbitalsl%14’18 is relatively straightforward.)

There are several ways to derive the subspace invariant algorithm. In particular it is desirable

to end up in a representation that is amenable to linear scaling. One way is to start from a station-

ary state representation, and apply a unitary transform — such as to localized (or Wannier-like)

occupied orbitals. However, it is not necessary to know the transformation. If the groundstate cal-

culation directly determines Wannier-like orbitals, the input to the response calculation is precisely

that set of orbitals. The method that generates the localized orbitals is irrelevant to the response

calculation. Another way to

non-stationary orbitals. This

derive the algorithm is to start from the defining equation for the

we do below.
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The resulting linear equations for the response functions can generally be dimensionally quite ‘.

large (but effectively sparse), 0(106) in some of the calculations considered herein. In order to

deal with the large rank, we use a Lanczos algorithm. 38 The Lanczos algorithm guarantees that the

change in the energy to second order in a.single perturbation is stationary with respect to first order

errors in the implici$ response functions. We use the word implicit, because it is never necessary to

actually determine the response function. However, in many applications, e.g., the dynamical matrix

used to compute phhnon dispersions, the second order change to the total energy is a matrix. The

simple Lanczos fo.rrnulation is optimum for the diagonal elements of the matrix, because these are

variational (stationary) and because explicit determination of the response functions is unnecessary.

In contrast, direct computation of the off-diagonal elements (cross terms of perturbations) using

explicitly generated response functions is non-variationa!. We therefore derive and incorporate

first order variatitinal corrections for the off-diagonal matrix elements.39 As will be shown, these

corrections lead to a significant improvement in the convergence.

Lastly, we will briefly address two additional relevant issues. First, the extension of the linear

response algorithm to third order perturbations is particularly simple in the present formulation. ‘We

present the derivation below, but leave to a future publication the implementation and application.

Second, the natural interpretation of this linear response formulation is the existence of virtual

electron-hole excitations. It therefore must be affected by the well-known band gap problem present

in all current applications of density functional theory. 40 Nevertheless, the results show rather good

agreement with experiments. We address this issue by examining the spectrum generated by our

two-particle operator.

In order to illustrate the algorithm, we use a few examples of phonon spectra in several different , ,

systems. These include two periodic crystals, three- and four-member carbon rings.
,,

41 Both rings

are relevant structures in the characterization of novel carbon phases.32

As a third example, we examine the phonon softening in the neighborhood of a neutral vacancy

defect in a silicon crystal. 42 In the silicon vacancy system, the defect levels are degenerate and

consequently have partial occupancy. Partially occupied states do not belong to the fully occupied

subspace and are therefore outside the algorithm as presented. We thus generalize the algorithm

to also explicitly treat partially occupied orbitals. This generalization to partial occupancy gives

results identical to those of existing theories for phonons in metals,43 which also contain partial

occupancy. Nonetheless, we derived this formulation primarily to handle a few isolated, partially

occupied “impurity” bands in such a manner that the generalized algorithm still

stationary states for the occupied subspace.

The organization for this paper is as follows. Section II is subdivided into

Subsection 11A develops an electron-hole aIgebra and derives the Iinear response
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algebra, starting from a ‘consideration of non-polar insulators. Subsection HJ3 describes the Lanczos

algorithm, used to solve the resulting linear equations for the response functions. Subsection HC

considers the non-analytic terms that arise for q=O perturbations in polar insulators. Subsection

IID illustrates the generalization to third order perturbation theory. Subsection HE generalizes

the algorithm to treat partial occupancies. Section 111 describes results for some test case systems

including one that utilizes partial occupancies. Section W concludes with a. discussion.

II. METHOD

A. Occupied Subspace-Invariant Formalism for Insulators

In this section, we use the dynamical matrix as a concrete example of diagonal and off-diagonal

second derivatives of the ground-state energy. It is trivial to generalize to any other class of per-

turbations by changing the perturbation potential.

1. The

The dynamical matrix is expressible in

its first order response

generalized to nonlocal

where

Dynamical Matrix

terms of the zeroth order electron density p(r), and

Jpisl (r) to the external perturbation (written as local herein, but readily

pseudopotentials24), J. V(T-) s 6’V(r)/&L,:

J

The second derivative follows directly from the

(1)

(2)

Hellmann-Feynman force,44 which follows from

the variational principle for the energy.

Here s (t) = -Q.J,a, q} is the composite label for atom type p in the unit cell, direction of

displacement Q, and wa.vevector q in the Brillouin zone; u.(t), is an ion displacement. Conservation

of momentum assures that q is the same for both s and t. For the purposes of this paper, we work

with perturbations and functions of fixed momentum, but not necessarily fixed energy. We will, by

convention, express a state of fixed momentum in terms of a periodic function. We do not explicitly
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w7rite (or ever need] the

factors from all integrals.

The electron density,

follows:

momentum factor. Momentum consekation eliminates the momentu’m ‘ .

p, is a simple contraction over all the zeroth order occupied orbitals, a.s

occ

p(r) = (2/N&J ~ ?j;(?-)ll~jtjj(r-). (3)
i~

where the factor of two arises from spin degeneracy. The occupied or~ital indices i, j = {n, k},

where n is the band index at a k-point in the Brillouin zone, and Nk is the total number of sampled

k-points in the 13rillouin zone. Q is the volume of the unit cell. By convention, ~i(~), is the

periodic zeroth order (unperturbed) occupied orbital; recall it can be non-stationary and even non-

orthonormal. ~>12If the orbitals are orthonormal then the metric in the occupied subspace, Dij, is

the identity matrix; otherwise it is the inverse of the overlap matrix: .

‘ij = (’@21’+’j)= (l/QC)J&kj ~ ~3nfw-)w ,
c

The first order change is

where a second factor of two now arises from eliminating the coupling to the complex conj ugate of the

response function, &#*. Note that Jp is a Iinear functional of the first order response. The functional

relationship involves a contraction over the entire occupied (hole) subspace, which assures that Jp

is invariant to linear transformations within the occupied subspace. The first. order correction to :

an occupied orbital, ~~~i, depends on the particular perturbation s = -@, Q, q}, and carries the

additional momentum from the perturbing potentia.1. In other words the response function has

momentum k + q. For the purposes of notational simplicity, we only include the identifier for

the perturbation (s), when needed for clarity. Furthermore, also for notational simplicity, we will

assume orthonormal orbitals, i.e., Dij = Sij = Jij. As already mentioned, the generalization to

non-orthonormal orbitals is relatively straight-forwa.rd.l

2. Electron-llole Algebra

Using the definition of the first order change in the electron

contribution, @~S, (Eq. 2) to the second order energy becomes:

density, (Eq. 4) the linear response

(5)
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Note that this has the f;rrn of a inner product of two vectors, one of which is explicitly the response

function d.~i(r). As a result, it is possible to rewrite Qt. again, this time in a compact form,

Here: b and x are vectors defined in the electron-hole

components of the vectors, e.g., JS@i(T), are Iabelled by

The inner product of two vectors in this algebra sums on

(6)

space, i.e., b, x ~hole B electrons. The

the hole index z and the electron index r.

the occupied orbital index, integrates over

the unit cell and normalizes for both the number of Brillioun zone sampling points and the volume

of the unit cell,

*-
Utv = (1/N&.) ~ / d37-u;(?-)v~(r).

i=yz,k Q

,
To obtain the components of the vector b~tj one multiplies the perturbation times the unper-

turbed occupied orbitals:

bjt)(r) = &v(?-)’@Jr-). (8)

The components of the response vector x(’) are the first order response functions

(9)

We will see that only the projection of each response function onto the unoccupied subspace is

relevant in this electron-hole algebra formulation.

3. The Response Equation and Gauge Invariance

To determine a response equation for the response function of a non-stationary occupied o;bital,

d~i(r) we expand the governing (or defining) equation for that occupied orbital,l

[H - ‘PH]~Wi) = O, (10)

in powers of the perturbation to the Kohn-Sham effective Ffamiltonian

H = T + VeXt+ VHXC

8EHXCv&(r) = —
Op(r) -

7



The Ha.rtree/exchange-correlation potential is the functional derivativ~ of the Hartree/exchange- ‘.

correlation energy with respect to the electron densit.>-, and is itself a functional of the electron

density. P is the projection operator on the occupied subspace,

0 cc

‘P= ~ ~’1!~)(’1’il, (11)

i

and the set of Illi(r) are the orbitals, in principle to infinite order in the perturbation. We denote

1? as this projection operator in electron-hole vector space, i.e., Pb implies projecting on all hole

indices of b. Expanding the governing equation (Eq. 10) and collecting all first order terms gives

6H = W&t + W’&c and

~ , dv~xc(r)
N&xc(r) ==/ d ?-~mdp(r’). (13)

Note that the unperturbed electron density determines the functional derivative of VHXCin Eq. 13.

Therefore, W&(r) is a linear functional of 6P and hence it is a linear functional of 6*.

The zeroth order projection operator, 70 = z~cc Iv[) {@i [, projects a function into the occupied

subspace. The projection operator has the property that 70(1 —To) = O. The first order change in

the projection operator is 6P = ~~cc[~6@i) (@il -!- l~~i)(J@i\].

Projecting Eq. 12 with P. implies that Po6PEIo~@i) = O. A small amount of algebra then gives

the “gauge” equation

(@jlJ*i)+ (J’+jl$h)= 0, (14).

which indicates that there is no unique solution for the projection of the response function onto the

occupied subspace. Hence the response functions must only obey the gauge symmetry Eq. 14. This

is consistent with the result that all physical measurable must be independent of the gauge.4s We

explicitly show the gauge invariance because it is an essential element in completing the electron-hole

algebra for the algorithm.

Recall that @t~ m b(tjtx(’l = b(tltPox(Sl + b(t)”i(l – Po)x(’j. With the gauge equation, Eq. 14,

and the definition of the prepared state b, Eq. 8, it is easy to show that b(tjtPox~’) = O for any

physically meaningful (Hermitian) perturbation 6“b&. Similarly,

8
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.4gain using the gauge equation, Eq. 14, it is not difficult to show that. the sum over the first term in

curly brackets also vanishes. Therefore, neither the desired perturbation energy nor the necessary

change in the electron density depends on the projection of the response functions onto the occupied

sqbspace. This demonstrates the required gauge invariance.
,,

By projecting Eq. 12 onto the unoccupied subspace, and noting that (1 – Po)EtoPo = O, we

obtain the computationa.lly accessible response equation

As expected, the response equation only requires the projection of the response function onto the

unoccupied subspace. Note that this together with the gauge invariance then justifies defining the

components of b and x as functions residing only in the unoccupied (electron) subspace. Therefore,

xi is, henceforth, chosen to refer to (1 – ?’0)6+i.

Consequently, all indexed components of x, orthogonal to all indexed components of+, where

the integral for orthogonality is over all space. In other words, if z.,~ (with k + q momentum)

and @n,k/ (with momentum k’) have different momentum, momentum conservation assures the

orthogonality. Accordingly, d~~~,~fl/QC ~& d3@L,~/ (~)%,k = O and n,m run over all occupied bands.

Furthermore, since the vector x is a collection of functions that live in the unoccupied (electron)

subspace and the index of the collection references the occupied

must live in a cross-product, electron @ hole, vector space.

(hole) subspace, then the vector x,

J. The Response Equation and the Electron-Hole Aigebra

In the electron-hole vector space, 13q. 15 is a set of linear equations of the form

Ax= –b. (16)

To see this, note that d~~HXCis a linear functional of x- Therefore dVHXc@i = [Hekx]i, i.e., the itb

component of the vector resulting from the operation of Heh on x, where Heh is an operator that

is independent of x. It is not necessary to explicitly specify a matrix representation for Eq. 16.

A is never used in matrix form; the algorithm only requires that we are able to compute the

operation of A on an arbitrary vector as long as that vector resides in the electr-on @ hote vector

space. I?ot needing a matrix representation is analogous to iterative diagonalization algorithms

to determine the groundstate in a plane-wave basis. 46 Applying (1 – To) assures that the electron

part of all functions (components of vectors) reside in the unoccupied subspace, as required to keep

vectors in the electron @ hote. vector space. Consequently, the algorithm does not need an explicit

9



representation of the unoccupied

plane-waves and real-space grids.

Expressing the operator A in

subspace. Any convenient representation is sufficient, including

Eq. 16 in the cross product electron @ hoie vector space reveals

that it looks like an electron-ho~e Hamiltonian operator:

~=He631-IQH~+Heh, (17)

where He @ 1 operates on electro~s with Ho while keeping the hole index fixed. In other words it

is the energy operator for electrons. 1 @ 13k operates orI the hole index while keeping the electrons

fixed. It is the energy operator for holes. HA operates on electrons and holes simultaneously. It is

a scattering operator that scatters electron-hole pairs into other electron-hole pairs. The scattering

term arises from the second derivative of the Hartree/exchange- correlation functional with respect

to the electron density.

With the operator A cast in this electron-hole form, we can begin to see the close association to

48’49 It also reveals the connection to conventionalTDDFT47 and to many-body Green’s functions .

perturbation theory for which

d’@Gs = –G(0)($HWGS

62E= (VGs[(fHG(0)(3H\ @G~)

= -(’Il~sl(5H [cf!v~.$). (18)

We see that A-l here takes the role of the Green’s function G(0) in standard perturbation theory.

Since the vectors x and b and the operator A reside in the two-particle vector space (1 –’Po) @Po

(or electron @ hole), the dimension of b and x is N..xiVV xiV ~, where Nk is the number of k-points, NV ~

is the number of occupied bands, and NW is the number of primitive basis functions or representation

points spanning the range of the localized occupied orbital (the entire unit cell for delocalized states,

which includes stationary states. ) In the next subsection, we define the steps for operating A on a

vector.

Equations 15–17 are the main results of this section. When @i are the stationary states of the

Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian, solving Eq. 16 for xi s (1 – Po)&#~ is derivable from the first paper in

Ref. 26, by varying Eq. 13 in that paper with respect to (d@il.

5. Wannier Orbitais

Up to now we have assumed that the lattice momentum vector k is a good quantum number

in the representation for both ,occupied and unoccupied subspaces. One can also choose to use

a similarity transform that does not preserve momentum. For example, it may be desirable to

1(I
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express the hole representation of the vector space in terms of non-momentum conserving Wannier

ot-bitals50-s2 @i(~) ~ Wi(r). Wannier orbitals decay exponentially in space at distances far from

their centers. (Here i = {n, k} indexes the set of ail Wannier orbitals centered at different locations,

n, in the unit cell and periodically replicated in ail unit cells, k.) There is no essential change in

the formulation since we already expressed the equations in a representation free notation. The

inner product, Eq. 7} would change to sum over all Wannier orbits.ls in the unit ceil and all replicas

outside the unit cell and then normalize for the volume of the unit cell as well as the number of unit

cells included in the calculation. We can use N~ generically for either the number of k-points for

momentum conserving calculations or for the number of unit cells for true Wannier-like calculations.

Note that, in either case, IVkQCis the volume of the system and, for extended systems, we really

want the limit that this goes to infinity.

B. Iterative Algorithm and Variational Corrections

Equation 16 can be efficiently solved by iterative techniques. For the purposes of this work,

we solve it with a Lanczos algorithm38’53, and will illustrate our formulation with this in mind.

Although the conjugate gradient technique can also be applied, it will be shown that Lanczos offer

some unique advantages. We use a set of starti,ng vectors b(s) one for each atomic displacement, or

3N perturbations for each finite wavevector q to form the dynamical matrix. We will see that to

properly handle the q=O terms for polar materials requires some generalization. Specifically, it is
.-

necessa.ry to determine three additional q = O perturbations, b(a), one for each cartesian direction,

~ = 1, 2, 3. These can be considered prepared states, prepared as a result of an applied electric

field. We leave the description of this complexity and our unique approach to treating it to the

following subsection.

In order to determine response functions, the aigorithm uses operator-vector operations to

tridiagona.lize the electron-hole operator A by generating diagonal ({c$n] }n=1,2,...) and off-diagonal

({/?(n)}~=z,s,...) matrix elements of the transformed operator as follows:

@L+l)v(n+l) = Av(~) _ &)v(TZ) _ @dv(TZ-l) ,

~(n) = ~(n)tAv(n) ,

~(l) = O, and the definition of @n+lJ assures that v~fi+lltv(n+l~ =1. v(l) is the normalized

vector (the prepared state); e.g., bISJ/l b{S)I or b(~~/16{a) 1, where \bl = ~. The v(n), n

intermediate vectors generated by the recursion, Eq. 19.

11
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1. Operating A on a vector v

Even though the two-particle operator A generally has an extremely large rank, the algorithm

only requires that we are able to operate directly,

necessary to form an explicit matrix representation

steps to evalua.te Av(nl in Eq. 19 are ~asfollows.

Step (1) Form the free electron-hole vector y(n)

and ideally efficiently, on a vector. It is not

of the operator. At each iteration n, the five

by appling the free electron-hole Harnilt.onian

(the first two terms in Eq. 17) to v(’), ]y~)) = [HO]v\”)) – zj ]v~))(@jJHO\@i)] for each occupied

component i. The electron Hamiltonian (the first term) is diagonal in the hole index while the

hole ?3ami1tonian (second term) is diagonal in the electron representation with the hole coupling

term off-diagonal in any non-stationary representation. It is diagonal (the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues)

if the representation is the stationary states. It also carries a momentum conserving term, if the

states have fixed momentum- In any representation, the hole coupling term is a constant matrix

dependent only on groundstate information. Note that the representation of the electron in the

unoccupied subspace is left free and can be any convenient choice.

Step (2) Contract over the hole index in order to form a “neutral charge” density distribution

Jq(n)(r), J, Jq(n)(r) = 0. This function is an intermediate of Jrho(r) (Eq. 4) and is computed

analogously, Jq(nj (~) = dq(~; v(n)) = (4/Nf&C) ~i @f(r)vj”) (r).

Step (3) Determine the change in the Hartree/exchange-correlation potential, JV&~(r) =

JV~XC(r;v(n)] given Jq(n) (r).

where V~) (r) is the solution of Poisson’s equation, V2V~) (r) = —4n-e26q(n)(r). The first term in

Eq. 20 is general while the second is specific to LDA, but could be suitably generalized for other

functional.

This step is the basic manipulation that enables the efficient operation of ff.h on a vector v in

the vector space. It is valid because H.hv = 6VHXC[V]~. We further note that the matrix element

for any two vectors, u and v in the vector space.

Step (4) Multiply each @i(r) by 6V~~(r) and add to the components of y(”)(r) to form z\”)(r) =

YY) (~) -t- ~v$~(r)~~(r).

Step (5) Project each component of z(n) (labeled by i) into the unoccupied (electron) subspace

with (1 — ‘PO). The result is Av(nj.

12
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Each La.nczos iteration involves these five steps for operating A on a vector in the electron-holek

vector space. Each it.era.tion also requires inner products amongst vectors to determine the cJs and

~’s. The inner product was previously defined, Eq. 7, for this eiectron-hole vector space.

2. O(N) Asymptotic Scaling

The operations described above can all scale asymptotically no worse than O (N log N) if the

representation for the occupied subspace is non-stationary, localized orbitals in a localized represen-

tation. For each localized orbital vi(r), hi(r) are ciearly localized, and the corresponding response

function Zi (r) are localized as well, as they would be in a finite difference calculation. The assump-

tion is that ail intermediate functions VP)(r) are also localized.

Step (1) is the operation of the free electron-hole Hamiltonian on a vector. Within DFT the

Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian is local (or semi-local), and its action on a single localized function can

scale as O(1). The total operations on O(N) v~n) therefore can scale as O(N). This is completely

analogous to a ground state calculation in a fixed potential.

Step (2) is the formation of the intermediate charge-like entities. For localized orbitals only

O(I) orbitals contribute to the sum at any point r and therefore the total charge distribution can

be computed in O(N). This would scale as 0(N2) for delocalized orbitals.

Step (3) involves determining a Hartree/exchange-correlation like potential- Despite the long

range nature of the Hartree 1/lr – r’ I term in ~2E&, the action of this electron-hole scattering

invoks solving a Poisson equation, which scales as O (N log N) by using a Fast Fourier Transform

in analogy to groundstate calculations, or O(N) with multigrid or fast multipole methods. The

remainder of ~2J?&XC= i3VHXCis local within LDA and GGA, and its operation on O(N) localized

functions scales as O(N).

Step (4) involves the multiplication of @i(r) to the result of step (3), which is again O(N) for

O(N) localized @z(r), O(N2) for delocalized orbitals.

Step (5) is the projection onto the unoccupied subspace. In an insulator, the projection operator

(1 – TO)(T, r’) decays exponentially for large [r – T-’I. If it is written in terms of localized occupied

orbitals or in real space, then it takes O(1) operations to act on a localized function, and therefore

O(N) operations to operate on O(N) localized functions. For delocalized functions this opera-

tion scales as 0(N3), again in complete analogy to the 0(N3) Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization in

traditional (non .O(N)] groundstate iterative diagonalization algorithms.46

To summarize, all operations in each Lanczos step are quite analogous to a groundstate calcula-

tion and therefore scale asymptotically as O(N) if we have iocalized occupied

representation. Otherwise it scales identically to a traditional ground-state

orbitals in a localized

calculation O(N2) or

@
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O(N2 log N) for most terms, and 0(N3) for the ‘-ortlmgonalization” step. The one solution to ‘

Poisson’s equation in each Lanczos step, is analogous to a self-consistency step in a groundstate

calculation, and scales as O (NtogN).

3. From Lane.zos parameters to the Dynamical Matrix

After a number

matrix as follows

L of La.nczos iterative steps, we can obtain the diagonal terms of the dynamicai

U is the matrix that diagonalizes the L x L tridiagonal {a, ~} matrix resulting from L Lanczos

‘h Lanczos eigenva]ue.iterations, and AP is the p hlote that to determine a diagonal term does

not require determining the response vector. Typically 30-40 iterations are sufficient to generate

accurate O$$’s. This is characteristic of Lanczos algorithms.

In order to determine an off-diagonal element of the dynamical matrix, or more generally any

second derivative of the energy with respect to two different perturbations we can explicitly form

the Lth approximation to a response function x and then compute the explicit inner products with

prepared states b.

Explicitly determining x requires storing all L intermediate vectors v(n) or regenerating them

after determining U and the ~P if storage is a greater issue than CPU time.

4. Variational Corrections

We obtain substantially enhanced convergence for off-diagonal matrix elements by explicitly

making these terms variational (stationary). We assure this by adding a Lagrange constraint a.s

follows:sg

Stationarity with respect to x$ implies bit)t = A(t~t.4, or A(t) = –x(t). Therefore

14



‘ This va.ria.tional approa& speeds convergence by eliminating first order errors in the vectors X(SI and

x~t). In addition, it naturally recovers the symmetry property, Qt~ = @~t, of the dynamical matrix

or any cross-derivative term. The correction term numerically vanishes identically independent of

convergence for s = t, if X(S] is determined with a Lanczos algorithm.

5. Ofl-Diagon,al Terms without Expiicit Response Vectors

It is also possible to directly compute off-diagonal matrix elements; i.e., without calculating

response vectors. To accomplish this, one can separately calculate two Lanczos response matrices

induced by the prepared states b(S*~~ = b($) + b(t). The difference in the two diagonal terms

@ – @s_t,,_t gives the desired off-diagonal matrix element. 54 The advantage of computing off-- S+t,s+t

diagonal elements as a difference of two diagonal elements is that it is variational without explicitly

determining the response functions or the correction terms. However, if applied to compute the

dynamical matrix, it requires a greater number of prepared states. In principle, it would require as

many as O (N2) different starting vectors. However, for large systems the dynamical matrix is sparse,

i.e., the cross terms between spatially segregated perturbations vanish. Therefore asymptotically

determining the dynamical matrix requires O(N) prepared states, albeit with a large prefactor.

Determination of the Lanczos matrix for each prepared state asymptotically scales as 0(1). This

particular approach of converting off-diagonal terms into the difference of two diagonal-like terms

may be especially useful in cases where one only needs a few matrix elements, for example, in the

neighborhood of a. defect.

It is also a valuable approach for computing Born effective charge tensors Z*, for which the

overlap between b vectors prepared by a lattice displacement and b vectors prepared by a.n applied

electric field can be small.

Apart from being

6. The Lanczos Spectrum

an efficient algorithm, the Lanczos technique allows us to generate the quali-

tative “spectrum”53

(22)
pm

When suitably broadened, S(w) converges fairly rapidly with L. In contrast to TDLDA theory,37

S(w) does not give the true dynamical response, although after adding proper powers of w, it is

equivalent to dropping the non-resonant term and might not be a bad approximation.35 Nevertheless,
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.
as will be demonstrated, it does shed valua.b]e Iight on the success and failure of the linear response

approach within LDA.

C. Long Wavelength Corrections ,-

For polar materials, the long wavelength iimit of Eq. 1.5must be considered carefully. By keeping

q finite and ca.refuily taking the limit as q goes to zero we find auxiliary terms. For example, the

operator A acquires an additional term from the electron-hole scattering operator, arising from the

long-range part of the second derivative of the Hartree potential. The prepared state also acquires

a.n additional term from the long range part of the external potential. Lastly the second derivative

of the external potential acquires an extra term as well. Each of these added terms come from the

normally irrelevant constant in the potentials, electron-electron, electron-ion, and ion-ion.

There are really only two key things to keep in. mind for the derivation, first that the expansion

for an occupied orbital for a small momentum kick q is

Second is that all valid vectors must reside in the electron-hole vector space and therefore each

component i, e.g. bi or xi, is a function that is orthogonal to all occupied orbitals, @j.

With these two properties, it is relatively easy to show that in order to compute any matrix

element requires an additional term in A in the q ~ O limit, namely

A -+ A + 47b(o)b(”)t - A,

where Q indicates the propagation direction of q, y = 4~e2/flC, and

(24)

the components of b. are

pq) = -i(l - Po)p@n,k/akJ.
n, -

Note that ~ has dimension [energy/length2] and ‘6 has units of length. Hence, the correction term

properly has units of energy-

The additional term in the operator A arises from the G = O term in the reciprocal space

representation of Poisson’s equation. This term is non-problematic for a finite q, because the

denominator goes as l/]G + q12, which is finite. However, this same term vanishes when q = O, as

does the G = O term in all “charge entities” Jg[r; ‘v] for any vector v with no total momentum. This

is true because Jo=d3rJq[r; v] cx .zi J& d3@~ (r)vi (T-). Each term in the sum must vanish identically

because @i and vi have the same momentum for q = O. Hence, the limit must be determined

analytically. The result produces the extra. term in the definition for Eq. 24.

1.6
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Similarly, the exte~”nai p&ential ~1, VP(T) contains a bare, long-ranged pseudo ionic part

ZPe2/[r – Rul, where Zfi is the bare pseudo-ionic charge for atom ~. (We incorporated another

factor of the electron charge e into the definition of the external potentiai for convenience and for

consistency with the definition of the Hartree potential.) Again the problematic term arises from

the constant (G = 0) term of the perturbed potential. It diverges as –i”iZl,/\q\. This adds a.n extra

term to the prepared state b, which is

The result for the analytically corrected prepared state is

Cornlining the q = O corrections to A and b and adding a correction to the ion-ion term, we

find

(26)

where

~x(wd + B(v) = ().

The variationally corrected @\~=O) is therefore,

@$=o) = ~Z#V + 4@@)tX(’>a) + X@dt&’,a) + X(@)t&(~>~)] . (27)

1. Relation to the Literature

It can be shown that this new formulation, Eqs. 26 and 27, is analytically equivalent to the tra-

ditional correction cast explicitly in terms of the dielectric constant and the Born effective charges.24

To see this, note that

--

A-l = [A+ 4q&@)~@)t]-1 = A-l _ 47 @[b~)b(”)t]A-l
1 + 4~b@)tA-lb@) -

Substituting this into Eq. 26, after a little bit of algebra one finds a correction of the form:

17
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q+u q.~w. q

‘>a is the anaiytic contribution arising from ignoring the G = 0 terms. @~na is responsible ~where Qt$

for the LO-TO phonon splittings at the 17 point. Variationally corrected matrix elements of the

static dielectric tensor & are given by -

where a, ~ are Cartesian directions, and AX(a~ + b(a) = O. The variational Born effective charges24

are

[ 12:$ = Z& + 4 b(a)tX(s) + i~altb(’) + ~(a)tAx(S) > (31)

where s = {p, a, q ~ 0}. x(’) in Eqs. 29-31 is the solution to J3q. 15 computed without the q = O

corrections, and @r’an is also computed uncorrected. These formulas are identical with those derived

in Ref. 24.

Regardless, Eq. 27 eliminates the need to compute either em or Z* tensors for the sole purpose

of computing the LO-TO phonon splittings. It gives the entire dynamicaI matrix directly and

variationaily. 55Alternatively, if explicit Iy needed, one can compute cm and/or ZJ,a within the present

formalism using Eqs. 30 and 31 and solving for the additional linear response, ~(*~.

2. Determining b i.. ,

As is well known,24 one cannot simply differentiate ~@ with respect to the momentum, k. This

is because the computation of the ‘~~,~generall~ results from iterative or explicit diagonalization and

therefore each carries a.random global phase. Hence, it is non-trivial to compute 8@;,k/dka, e.g., the

random global phase precludes the use of finite difference. We derive and use another linear response

equation within the electron-hole algebra to compute the required state ~(al. The derivation follows

again by starting from the governing equation, (Eq. 10). However, we now explicitly work in terms

of the 1310th-transformed momentum-conserving representation. We take a derivative with respect

to k and multiply by i, which yields

where the second term originates from —6@k)~$)~@@). H$k) is the standard Block-transformed

k-dependent Kohn-Sham Hamiltonia.n. It carries k dependence through the kinetic energy operator



.
,
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,
and the non- local pseudopotential, if present. The local pseudopotential and the self-consistent

Hartree/exchange-correlation potential do not contribute to ~Ho/dk@ as they are independent of

k. One can solve for the auxiliary response vector, Eq. 32 for b~) again using Lanczos or conjugate

gradient techniques. In the electron-hole algebra this can be written in compact form

Note that these auxiliary response equations decouple in the k-index, but not necessa.t-ily the band

index, n. Reference 24 uses a similar Greens function, response equation algorithm.

D. Generalization to Third Order Perturbation Theory

Given the linear response formulation, with the variational correction included, it becomes quite

easy to extend the algebra to third order density functional perturbations on the total energy. In

this subsection, we illustrate that extension. For notational simplicity, we distinguish three different

perturbations by 1:2, and 3; in the case that these perturbations have finite momentum, momentum

conservation implies that –ql + q2 + q3 = O. We start from the variational (stationary) second

order expression

The components of the vector V are vi(r) and reside in the occupied subspace. We have re-expressed

the second term in Eq. 1 as

(34)

with C1,2= (i316’2VeXt)V.

To get the third derivative we simply take one more derivative. Noting that the derivative with

respect to either xl or

Recall that bl = (,1

Po) (&,2V&t)W,where

perturbations 1 and 2

X2 vanishes,

– PJ(&vexJ%f. We now make the analogous definition bl,2 = (1 –

&,2V& is the second derivative of the external potential with respect to

Similarly, we define CI,2,3= (61,2,3V&)lP. .-
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For convenience, and’ using the electrorz-hoze algebra we m-express prepared states as follows:

bl = (61Ve,t @ 1 – 1 @ &V&)V = @VeXJk

We use the notation J’l’V for conciseness. The gauge invariance, which’ we demonstrated earlier,

implies that (&*)tcj,~ = x~bj,~. Therefore, &bj = bi,j + JfhV&txi,
The only other derivative we need is that of the operator A itself,

Define

(36)

Collecting the derivatives produces

The Iast term in Eq. 37 is specific to the local density approximation, but could be suitably gener-

alized.

These analytic results are in agreement with Refs. 57 and 58. Note that the third derivative

naturally shows the symmetry property of the derivative; i.e., it is independent of the order of

differentiation. Recall, we find no dependence on 6X terms because we begin with the variational

second derivative expression. This thus reproduces the “(21V + l)” theorem57 to third order.

E. Partial Occupancy

For systems with a few partially occupied states that lie between the occupied and unoccupied

subspaces (e.g., for a defect state in a semiconducting gap), the formalism described herein is still

applicable, with a suitable generalization. Equation 4, generalizes to

‘v) (@~)) is the .iih (jfi) orbital residing in the vth (cth) manifold, and fv (f.) refers towhere ~i

its corresponding occupancy. The notations v and c are meant to be suggestive; at this point

20



in the derivation XC and ~V each run over all manifolds, independent of occupation. We define ‘.

a manifold to span an invariant subspa.ce of Ho with all states in the subspace having the same

occupation probability. Hence the occupied and unoccupied subspaces each form a manifold, with

occupation two and zero, respectively. Any partially occupied (O < ~V(C)< 2) states (e.g. due to -

vacancy/impurity states) with different occupancies constitute distinct manifolds. Therefore, all

states in a manifold with partial occupancy must also have the same energy. Inserting- a. complete

set using the identity operator Z = XV Xi ]~~)) (~~v)I = EC ~j 1~~)) (~~) 1, we obtain

(39)

FIowever, (@~)]6@y]) + (d~~) I@\v)) = O, (the generalization of the gauge equation) as can be readily

demonstrated by differentiating the orthogonality condition (+$’) ~ti$) ) = ~ij~.c. Therefol-e ~q- 39

becomes

6P= (2/N&J ~ (f. .– jc)~o:))(o:)ldoj”))(vjv){
c>v;ij

= (2/~kfL) ~ (f. - L)pcwp)(qp)l. (40)
c>v;i

The projections Pc on ]c$~~)), c >0, means that the first order correction to an orbital (the response

function) only resides in a manifold that is at a higher energy (lower occupancy) than the initial

(hqle) state; i.e., only upward transitions. We now define

such that electron resides in the cth

P.@ 7V electron @ hoze vector space.

(41) ‘ ‘

manifold and the hole is in the vth manifold, i.e., xc” is in

Finally, we find that Jp becomes

Incidentally, we assumed a physically allowed Hermitian perturbation. Nevertheless, a complex

perturbation does give identical results. 59The linear response equation for x(a) is, in representation-

free form,

The x(w) and b(a) are vectors residing in 7C @ TV (electron@ hole) vector space, c > v. Finally,

with partially occupied states Eq. 5 becomes
—
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*

[
@ = 4 btx+xtb + XtAx 1

1=(~/~k~c)~(jv–fc)[b:cv]tx\c”)+x~)tb~) + X\N)Ax~cV) .
C>v;i

where

(H.~x)~ = T.6%XC[X]@).

For systems with no partially occupancy c and v are restricted to the unoccupied (conduction)

occupied (valence) subspaces respectively, and Eq. 43 reduces to Eq. 15.

One last modification to the algorithm as presented above completes the generalization.

(44)

and

To

determine the “charge density” entity, Jqtnl(r), in a. La.nczos iteration, we must incorporate the

weighting factors jv – jC as follows

The full generalization is equivalent to a modified definition of the inner product

(45)

The contraction is similar, but without the integral.

F. Computational Details
,,

For the purposes of this paper, we compute the ground state electronic densities and stationary

occupied orbitals within LDA, using the Perdew-ZungerGO parameterization of the Ceperly-AlderGl

electron gas exchange-correlation energies. We use a plane-wave methodG2 with Troullier-Martins

pseudopotentials. ‘3 The energy cutoffs employed are 50, 60, and 12 Ry per atom for the three-

and four-member ring carbon structures, wurtzite AIN, and a 3 l-atom Si supercell with a vacancy,

respectively. We use Monkhorst-Pack grids 64 of 4x4x4, 5x5x3, and 2x2x2 in the respective

cases. In order to obtain a fine mesh of q-points, we first determine the dynamical matrices on

24‘Using the presentthe coarse Monkhorst-Pwk q-point, then use a Fourier transform interpolation.

algorithm, the phonon spectra computed at a few selected special points of Si and AIN are in

agreement with values reported in the literature. 24’G5To obtain convergence of the long-wavelength

corrected dynamical matrix via 13q. 27, a denser k-grid (a. better sampling of the 13rillouin zone)

than that for the analytic dynamical matrices is required. A similarly dense k-grid is required

to compute the static dielectric constants and Born effective charges themselves.24 In all cases,
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converged values agree with literature values, and the resuk from the one-step computation of ‘.

q = o-cor~e~ted dynamical matrix elements and the traditional, linear response Pius non-analytic

correction formulation 27 agree with each other. Furthermore, the dynamical matrix elements for

a model system with partially occupied orbitals are identical with those computed using the self- ,,. -

consistent iteration (i. e., traditional linear resp onse24) method properly generalized to t rest discrete

partially occupied states.43

The equilibrium crystal structures have been previously obtained using the MP-QUEST code~~

for the carbon structures, 41 by Wright et al.67$8 for wurtzite AIIV using a pia.ne wave pseudopo-

tential code, and by Mercer et al 42 for the vacancy-embedded Si supercell, also using PW with

pseudopotentials. We note that a 2x2x2 grid and a 31-atom cell do not give full convergence for

the silicon vacancy defect structure. 42 However, by considering the spread of the localized phonon

mode associated with the vacancy as a function of the momentum transfer q, one can estimate the

error incurred in using the small unit cell.

III. RESULTS

A. Convergence Issues

Figure 1 shows the convergence of off-diagonal dynamical matrix elements with respect to the

number of Lanczos iterations. The system is AIN at the 17-point. The lines are a guide to the eye.

The bare term b(t)~xi’) does not converge well for these particular off-diagonal matrix elements,

but the variationally corrected form (Eq. 21) converges exponentially. Such convergence behavior ;:
is general for all off-diagonal matrix elements, and one can in principle extrapolate the results using

-25 iterations.

The results shown in Fig. 1 are obtained using stationary states. The use of non-stationary

state representations, generated by applying appropriate unitary transform to the vector b(S), does

not change the convergence rate with respect to the number of Lanczos iterations. The reason is

that the Lanczos algorithm involves only inner products and matrix-vector multiplications (Eq. 19).

These operations are invariant to unitary transformations. In other words, the computed a’s and

,6’s are invariant to the unitary transform. Therefore, any representation gives the same tridiagonal

matrix for a particular number of iterations, and the convergence rate is unchanged. We explicitly

verified this by using a few unitary transforms on the occupied states.

In many semiconductors, LDA gives band gaps, which are too small by” almost a factor of

two. The Iinear response algorithm involves virtuaI excitations to the conduction band, and results

obtained therefrom should reflect the band gap error. This should be true of any property computed

.,
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from linear response, including phonon frequencies. However, phonon frequencies are routinely

computed to +5cm– L a.ccuracy.a3–26 On the other hand, the dielectric constant computed from

c linear response is typically off by 10%, an error often attributed to the

formalism gives a spectral decomposition of the linear response object,

addressing this anomaly. From Eq. 22,

/
–@~~ = –4x(s)tbiS) = 4 m (L. m,(ti)w-l

—— 41b(S)l’ ~ ]UI~12~j’,
P

band gap error.25’28 Our

and is ideaIly suited to

where A& are the eigenvalues of the Lanczos generated tridiagonal representa.tion of the electron-

hole operator A. F’igure 2 plots the spectrum generated by (a) a lattice displacive vector b(’), and

(b) an electric field-like perturbation b(~). We find that the lowest two-particle eigen energy is

unrenormalized and is equal to the direct gap of the material. This is in contrast to the case of

atoms and finte-sized semiconductor clusters. 3GY47This eigen value is an intrinsic property of the

material, independent of the perturbation. However, the low frequency spectral weight generated

by b(a) is mtich larger than that for b(s). In the latter case, the contributions are predominantly

from AP which are in the plasma regime. We conclude that (1) the linear response algorithm does

not correct the error in the LDA band gap; (2) the phonon dispersions are insensitive to this error

because their contributions come from high frequency virtual excitations. On the other hand, the

dielectric tensor is fairly sensitive to this error due to significant contributions from low frequency

virtual excitations.

Novel carbon

These structures

B. Strained Carbon Crystals

crystals, which consist entirely of strained carbon rings, are depicted in Fig. 3.

are interesting because they indicate that strained carbon rings are relatively

low energy, 0.2-0.3 eV per atom above that of diamond. 41 This supports the conjecture that such

ring-like structures are likely to exist in amorphous carbon,41. Amorphous carbon is a complex

material system with significant technological applications. 32To date there is no direct experimental

evidence that verifies the presence of three-member rings. The unstrained bond angle is - 109°,

while the strained bond angle in a three member ring is 60°. Given the large strain in the latter, one

might expect that these rings would have unique vibration structures. Additionally, these phonon

dispersions are useful benchmarks for ~on-first principles (such as tight-binding) methods used to

study amorphous carbon. Figure 4 shows the phonon dispersion and spectrum of the three member

ring perfect crystal. There are six atoms per unit cell, giving rise to a total of eighteen bands. The

phonon dispersion is complex, and the spectrum shows multiple peaks and valleys that reflect the
_.
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inflection and turning points of the various bands. Its most significant feature is that the highest ‘ .

frequency at the r point for this structure is some 10% higher than that of bulk diamond. Figure 5

further investigates contributions to this high frequency region by projecting the “breathing-mode”

ring stretch motion of a single three-carbon ring onto the bulk spectrum. It can be seen that the ,.- ~

bi-eathing mode is a fairly clean mode that exhibits high frequency responses centered at 1350, 1410, ‘ :

and 1450 cm–l. In contrast, the LDA breathing mode frequency for cyclopropane is w 1200 cm–l,

in good agreement with experiments. ‘g Hence the embedding in a carbon matrix has a marked effect

on the ring-breathing frequency.70

For a comparison, Fig. 6 plots the phonon spectrum for the four-carbon ring structure. The

highest frequency at the 17point is w 4% larger than that in diamond. The overall lower frequencies

compared to the three member ring structure are consistent with the lower strain and the larger

bond length.4L The absence of imaginary modes in the phonon spectrum indica.t.es that the planar

ring structure is (meta)stable. Unlike the case of cyclobutane, where the ring buckles, the presence

of the extended carbon network thus renders the planar ring structure mechanically stable.

C. Silicon Supercell with Vacancy

As a. test case of a system with partially occupied orbits.ls, the I’-point phonon spectrum of

a 31-silicon atoms, body center cubic, periodically replicated cell with a vacancy at its center is

plotted in Fig. 7a. The unit cell has Td symmetry. For a comparison, we also show the 32-atom

unit cell 17-point spectrum for the perfect crystal. The 3.3% vacancy in the unit cell is seen to have

a large effect on the spectrum. The highest optical frequency (493 cm–l) is substantially lower than

that for the perfect crystal (516 cm–l, computed at the same energy cutoff). Other regions of the

density of states also exhibit considerable splittings. These reflect the effect of a finite unit cell. The

most significant difference, however, is the emergence of the low frequency modes at 90-100 cm–l,

the lowest of which are three-fold degenerate. This is the signature of phonon softening around

the vacancy. Separated into contributions among different neighbor shells, we find that the four

atoms surrounding the defect account for 70% of these low frequency vibrational density of states

(Fig. 7b). This demonstrates that these modes are local vibrational modes closely associated with

the vacancy. The symmetry of these soft modes can be further analyzed by projecting the vibration

eigenvectors of the four tetrahedrally coordinated atoms (with all outside bonds removed) ontc th~

spectrum. We find that a shearing mode dominates the lowest localized phonon mode, whereas

the singly degenerate breathing mode is at significantly higher frequency (N 130 cm–l) and resides

in a. region occupied by bulk-like density of states. Due to the vacancy defect, there are charge

inhomogeneities on the Si atoms close to the vacancy. The Born effective charges24’5G are of order

..
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0.5 in the first shell neig~boring the vacancy and decay away from it. Because of the small number

of k-points used, these effective charges are not well converged. On the other hand, due to the large

size of the unit cell, the Born effective charge corrections to the dynamical matrix (which scale as

I/OC, the volume of the unit cell) are typically much less than lYo. Hence their contributions can

be neglected.

It. is known that the Td geometry of the unit cell is unstable to a deformation to a Dz symmetry.42

The phonon frequencies at q # Oare therefore useful for checking whether the Td structure is at

Iea.st metastable. This turns out. to be the case. The soft mode frequency shifts by - 18 cm-l

between different special q points (Fig. 7c). For a large unit cell, such that the vacancies do not

interact with each other, the relevant localized modes should be independent of q. Therefore the

variation can be regarded as a convergence test with respect to the unit cell size. To gauge the

convergence with respect to the size of the k-grid, the I’-point phonons are also computed on a

3x3 x3 grid. We find that the relevant soft modes shift downwards by roughly 8 cm-l, whereas the

higher frequency modes are less affected.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

In this paper, we derived a general linear response algorithm that does not require stationary

states and we applied this algorithm to the construction of dynamical matrices. The computation

of the perturbation-induced first order corrections to the electron density were cast into a set of

linear equations and solved by a Lanczos algorithm. Derived variational corrections were shown to be

significant for off-diagonal matrix elements of the dynamical matrix. In principle, the representation

in which the occupied subspace is cast does not affect the number of Lanczos iterations needed for

convergence, and the optimal representation would be one that minimizes the interactions in the

electron-hole vector space. The generalization to treat third order perturbations is particular simple

within this formalism. The careful treatment of the non-analytic corrections to dynamical matrices

at q = O reveals that these can be computed directly without determining the dielectric constant or

Born effective charges. The adaptation of this method to a localized representation and/or Wannier

orbitals is under investigation. Utilizing such a localized occupied subspace will enable asymptotic

O(lV) scaling. The favorable scaling should facilitate an investigation of the phonon spectrum of

vacancy-embedded Si in a larger super cell, as well as determining the phonon spectrum for a

model amorphous carbon cell. Finally, it should be possible to adapt this approach to simplify

the computation of the dielectric matrix, which plays an important role in band gap corrections40,

excitons, and optical absorption spectra.
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FIGURES

FIG. 1. Effect of variational corrections to off-diagonal matrix elements of the dynamical matrix. The

model system is AIN at the 17-point. (a) Matrix element between the two Al atoms; (b) between one

Al and one N atom. The lattice displacements are in the x-direction in all cases. The absolute error in

@t. is plotted against the number of Lanczos iterations. Circles: @~. = 4x(~~tb(~J(uncorrected); crosses:

@b = 4[x(Sjtb(t) + b(’)tx(~) + x(s)tAx{tj] (corrected). The lines are guides to the eye.

FIG. 2. The two-particle “spectrum” Q$(u) generated using Lanczos technique. Panel (a) depicts

as(w) from an electric field perturbation along the z-direction in wurtzite AIN. In {b), the perturbation is

a r-point displacement of the Al atom in the z-direction for the same system.

FIG. 3. The structures of tfle three- and four-member carbon ring crystals unit cells. Figures taken

from Ref. 41. The y-axes are in arbitary units.

FIG. 4. Phonon dispersion and density of states of the three-member carbon ring crystal.

FIG. 5. Projection onto the bulk phonon spectrum of one three-carbon ring breathing mode. Dashed

line bulk density of three-member ring crystal; filled spectrum: single ring density of states. The ~-axis

has been resealed. Arrow: breathing mode frequency of cyclopropane. Inset: the ring breathing motion.

FIG. 6. Phonon dispersion and density of states of the four-member carbon ring crystal.

FIG. 7. (a) Phonon density of states (DOS) at the 17 point of silicon supercell. Solid line: with

vacancy; dashed line perfect crystal. (b) Expanded view of the localized phonon peak. Solid line: full

DOS; dot-dashed line: partial DOS from nearest neighbor shell; dotted line partial DOS from next nearest

neighbor shell. (c) DOS computed at the different high symmetry points of the 32-atom supercell Brillouin

zone: solid line: 17;dashed line: X; dotted line: L. The arrows indicate the frequency of the soft mode to

be compared- The first three (sqmetimes degenerate) modes at each q-point are predominantly due to the

bulk acoustic phonons, and are not related to the localized vacancy mode.
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